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Campaign Title: PAN Theatrical Release  Brand: Warner Bros. PAN  Company(s) Involved: Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, Warner Bros. Theatrical, OMG, Krux, Marketing Evolution  Category: Big Data     Summary 
 
As the theatrical campaign for PAN was unfolding the Warner Brothers Home Entertainment 
team was strategically aggregating BIG data from over 30 data sources in order to ensure 
their campaign could be data driven to achieve maximum ROI in the follow on months. 
Entertainment marketing, creative, and media teams are forced to move at the speed of 
light. Small cross functional teams are developing creative and targeting strategies while 
simultaneously constructing integrated media plans – all across several campaigns at once. 
While this is an example focused on how BIG data was applied to PAN the real challenge we 
were trying to overcome was how to take advantage of BIG data, at scale, decision making 
to improve business results, at scale. 
The cooperative team including creative, traditional media, digital media, social media, 
research/analytics with executive level sponsorship created a streamlined process of 
aligning data sources, and a standard ETL (extract, transform, load) of the appropriate data 
streams into a data + technology stack with a best in class analytics layered on top. This is 
configured to deliver the right answers at the right time and facilitate fast implementation. 
We are finding upside potential of 20-30% consistently across titles. In PAN we observed a 
26% improvement. 
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   Marketing Challenge 
 
Every week a new movie has a new set of challenges – but consistently the questions we 
must answer include: Who to speak to? What to say? Which channels to communicate in? 
Oh – and of course how should we do that to maximize our return on investment? 
PAN is a re-creation of a story we all know from our childhood but it was unclear which 
storylines and talent would appeal to teens v. parents. It was also unclear if both Moms 
and Dads would be interested in taking their children.  
After early trailer testing and response on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Search the 
marketing team developed hypothesis to test out as the larger campaign began to unfold.  
Two of these early hypothesis included: 
1) Peter and the Magic of Neverland is the message most likely to resonate with teens 
2) The story of the Black Beard Character and the Legend of Peter Pan should 
motivate adults 
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  Methodology 
 
The team has created real-time integration for most relevant data sources, including but 
not limited to: all digital log files, social media exposure, along with individual level 
exposure to TV and OOH advertising. This integrated single source data set allows for 
valuable modeling in real-time of each creative and media’s contribution to leading 
indicators such as “intent to see in theaters” or “intent to buy/rent” – as well as behavioral 
conversions to purchase the product where possible. Overtime we have validated how 
these leading indicators convert to the end transaction. 
This integrated data set and analytics layer addresses key questions such as: 

- Which ads are driving the most impact against strategic audience segments? 
- Which segments are responding the most? The least? 
- What is the best combination of media and creative to impact a specific strategic 

audience? 
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    Creative Execution 
 
The theatrical TV spots included executions that featured Peter and the Magic of Neverland 
as well as other spots more focused on Black Beard and the story of Peter Pan. 
The original hypothesis was that the Peter and the Magic of Neverland strategy would 
appeal most to teens while the more complex story of Black Beard would appeal most to 
the parents and broader adults. As the creative went into market it was clear that the 
creative and campaign resonated stronger with parents than teens, in particular with 
Dads, while the messages related to Peter and the Magic of Neverland worked better with 
all groups.  
As we connected to the BIG data sets including 3rd party data segments, zip level data, 
and Facebook activity we found further traits to define the most interested PAN Home 
Entertainment consumers including: 
 Dad’s also into Golf 
 Female Head of Household Decision Makers 
 Upcoming Families and Aspiring Young Families using the ESRI Tapestry zipcode 

based segmentation 
 Facebook category patterns most indicative of interest in the movie included – 

News Websites, Sports, Restaurants/Cafe 
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 Business Results 
 
Rather than casting a wide net trying to drive just reach and broad appeal to a generic 
demographic the Home Entertainment team applied the data for the most interested 
audience directly to their creative development. Additionally the team has an integrated 
in-depth profile connected to their media behavior of the most interested consumer for 
their sales window. This allowed for the selection of the most optimal programmatic 
segments and zip codes for digital targeting and the most optimal TV 
networks/dayparts/programs. 
For PAN specifically – the team selected the specific creative that worked most effectively 
against their most interested audience and then used the data to develop a media plan 
that doesn’t waste impressions on those not interested. The team is able to select the 
right TV networks/dayparts, identify the best 1st and 3rd party programmatic segments to 
leverage, and uncover the right Facebook segments for targeting, and even pull out the 
highest performing zip codes. 
We are finding upside potential of 20-30% consistently across titles. On PAN we observed 
a forecasts improvement of 26% over business as usual. 

 


